A global mandate for clean water

5,000 children die daily without clean water

Byline: Adrian M. Manziber

Nations fight wars over scarce resources like land, gold and oil. Children die for lack of clean water. While the first may be inevitable, the latter, to Charlie Booth, is preventable.

Booth, human rights advocate and wife of British Prime Minister Tony Blair, addressed UCF students, faculty, alumni and guests Tuesday on the need to remedy the growing problem of the lack of clean drinking water and proper sanitation, which kills an estimated 5,000 children a day.

To Booth, access to clean water and available sanitation is not just an interchangeable commodity but a basic human right — a problem in desperate need of a solution. Her message was one of optimism, appealing to the ingenuity of those in attendance and across the nation to take up the mantle of leading the cause for universal human rights.

"We know who the new human rights issues are, not as a representative of the British government," Booth said. "We know the attorneys who specialize in human rights issues, not as a representative of the British government."

She began her speech with a brief history lesson on the development of human rights. As early as the Declaration of Independence to the global human rights act of 1948, established by President Harry Truman after World War II, has both an inspiration and a force for remaining human conceptions about universal human rights and the need to create broad-based standards.

Booth reminded the audience of a 1984 speech made by Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, saying that "it was inevitable, the latter, as the ingenuity of those in attendance and across the nation to take up the mantle of leading the cause for universal human rights.

SEE VARIETY, A8

BODY OBSESSION

Orlando Science Center's exhibit displays real humans' remains as art

Byline: TARA GURLEY

Concerts about student and teacher relations were the subject of Monday night's USA Today Student Government Forum. "Aphatic Students, Asperatic Faculty, or Both?" The discussion was a part of the Martin Luther King Jr. "The Challenge of Change" forum.

There are two sides to any debate, and Monday's was no exception. Students complained that professors have too much on their plate to provide a quality learning experience, while professors argue that not enough students care about the classes they are taking.

By the end of the forum, however, both sides acknowledged a role to make learning experiences more successful.

"Most of the freshmen students I meet on campus don't know how to tune in to college," Stephanie Koffer, political science major, said.

"They attend class, go home, do a little homework, eat dinner and then plan what beer is in

Hazing may affect future fraternity recruitment

Byline: Tyler Gillespie

In recent months, UCF fraternity members have been the object of public scrutiny for alleged acts of hazing and general misconduct. With the Interfraternity Council's recruitment period just around the corner, some UCF fraternities and chapter advisors are concerned that a negative image of fraternities may result in diminished numbers for upcoming pledge classes.

The IFC Constitution defines hazing as "any act of physical, mental or emotional abuse or activity or morally degrading or humiliating activities carried out by the members of a fraternity upon pledges or recruits."

I'm afraid that the threat of hazing might have a harmful effect on the future of Greek life at UCF," said chapter advisor, advertising major and professor of engineering, "Hazing is..."
the continuous sounds of video games in Wackadoo's failed to distract students from Dan Cummins, the star of CAB's latest Comedy Knight, Tuesday. Still, the comedian joked, "Wackadoo is not the place for anyone who has a bad Time focusing." The entertainment was free and the crowd only paid for their meals.

"I think comedy is so essential to being in college. It's where most comedians get their start, and that's why we jokingly picked on Dan Cummins picked on. CAB hopes to have a comedic talent every other Thursday. Newly hired psychology major is on his way to the UCF psychology majors because the degree did so much for him.

"I hope he gets famous, because I got made fun of by him," said James Bohmack, a senior psychology major. Cummins easily related to some students in the crowd. He jokingly picked on UCF psychology majors because the degree did so much for him.
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IFC officers weigh effects of fraternity misconduct

As rush comes to an end, delegates of the IFC committee are finding that the fraternity is on the mend. The state of Florida outlawed the practice of hazing in Florida in 2005, making fraternity members with the mindset of hazing within UCF’s Greek community.

The recruitment kickoff is a mandatory event, and usually a small number is present. Rush is a time when fraternities and sororities look to gain this number of pledges. Rush is a time when fraternity chapters by initiating quality traditions, coaching, and teaching. Potential pledges who attended the event had mixed thoughts regarding the stigma of fraternities ever existed about Rush.”

The numbers of men that attended the kickoff event this year was only 29, registering 7.5 percent lower than last year, Scott Ismach, IFC president, said.
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ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Associated Press is an American News Agency. It is one of the largest and oldest news agencies in the world, established in 1848. It is headquartered in New York City, USA.

The article in the image is about the higher education in North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It discusses the enrollment of new students, their orientation, and the challenges they face. It also mentions the orientation of students from other countries.

The article highlights the importance of orientation for new students, particularly those from other countries. It emphasizes the challenges they face in adapting to a new environment and the support they receive from the institution.

The article also mentions the administrative process of enrollment, including the application process, financial aid, and academic advising.

The article concludes with a statement about the success of the orientation program. It highlights the importance of orientation in ensuring the success of new students and the satisfaction of their families.
Booth's ties to security

Booth's ties to security are fundamentally anchored in national security. Security is the focus of his career, and he is known for his expertise in national security issues. His work is highly regarded, and he is considered an authority on the subject. His dedication to security is evident in his research, writing, and academic contributions.

Booth's approach to security is characterized by a deep understanding of the complex issues involved. He is known for his ability to analyze and synthesize information, and his expertise is highly sought after by policymakers and academics alike.

Booth's commitment to security is evident in his work. He has published extensively on the subject, and his contributions have been widely recognized. His influence is evident in the field, and he is considered a leader in the area of national security.

Overall, Booth's ties to security are a testament to his dedication and expertise in the field. His work is highly valued, and his contributions are making a significant impact on the field of security.
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Execution, not coaching is to blame for losses

MELISSA HENDERSON

In their first conference match of the season on Jan. 30, the Knights had a 22-point lead with three minutes to go against UAB, going on to lose 73-70 in overtime.

"Three days later, against Marshall, UCF nearly lost a 19-point advantage, holding on for a 73-70 win," Striegler said.

Just last week we nearly watched the Knights blow double-digit leads at home against SMU and Rice.

Wednesday night the latest edition unfolded in Houston. UCF was on cruise, controlled up 22 points with 12 minutes to go, only to lose 73-70 in overtime to the Cougars.

"It's frustrating,” Striegler said. "I know that the UCF Men’s Basketball team should be 5-0 in the Conference USA opener, and tied with Memphis at the top of the standings.

"It's just the latest of what might have been for the Knights. If you haven't been tuning in all season, Here's a little recap:

"On the way to their first C-USA victory, the Knights turned a 22-point lead in the final 12 minutes of overtime to the Cougars.

"Our defense is not the problem," UCF head coach Greg Stroegler said. "It's getting the points on the board."

In conference play, out of the 12 teams in C-USA, UCF’s offense ranks last in terms of scoring with a dismal average of 60.8 points a game. Even Memphis, which stands at 62 in the conference, edges UCF in scoring. To show a scale, the teams that have the best records in the conference right now (Southern Miss, Marshall and UAB) each have five wins or averaging at least seven more points than UCF.

"We're not going to play at home on Sunday, it’s a C-USA at 77 points per game. To make matters more frustrating, UCF has the second best defense in the conference only allowing 62.5 points per game.

"But no matter how good the defense plays, it can only do so much of 32 points, and that's the reason why UCF is second to last in the conference right now. Only Memph is worse than UCF's.”

Houston’s challenge to pick it up on offense will start with its senior point guards Francise Houston and Keenan Evans.

"It's a little challenge to go out and put a game against Rice, we expect to drive tight and the game belonged to the Cougars.

"Junior guard Robert McDowell hit one of his six 3-pointers on the night to cut the deficit to 49-39, with about 12 minutes left. The Knights were able to keep their lead in double digits with about seven minutes remaining, but you can not put a team away if you keep losing the ball.

"In the final 10 minutes, the Cougars committed 11 turnover.

"Meanwhile, the Cougars, who shot 24 percent in the first half, kept the heat on. McDowell drained another 3-pointer to cut the deficit to 44-37 with 8:57 on the clock.

"I told the team if we can be within 10 points with six minutes left, we were going to win," Tom Penders said in a press release.

"One minute later, the Cougars imposed the full court press on the Knights. UCF has had problems breaking that type of defense over the last few seasons, and history held true on this night.

"At the 4:51 mark, the pressure forced a turnover on the Knights. A few seconds later, McDowell completed a three-point play for Houston with 6:05 on the clock.

"We run a press offense and we play a lot of UCF coach Eddie Sutton's and his famous six-man rotation. "We don't want to play a lot of video games, we run it with five or six men. We get a chance to look at some new faces and new situations and we get a chance to develop some new faces."

"I've got a system that I'm happy with."

"With under three minutes to play, and the game tied at 64-65, McDowell got into the 3-point heat for the Cougars, hitting a game-tying 3-pointer with 2:20 left to give UCF a 65-62 edge.

"McDowell climbed all the way back and under a minute to go when their press created a turnover by guard Oliver Lafayette. He got back to Malone who split the pass.

"Eventually, the Cougars made it 70-65, the ball game over.

"I'm a little off. Maybe, I just need to finish off opponents. But on Wednesday night against the Houston Cougars, this weakness reached a new and shocking height."

"The Golden Knights, leading by as many as 22 points in the second half, collapsed down the stretch and lost in overtime.
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"The Golden Knights, leading by as many as 22 points in the second half, collapsed down the stretch and lost in overtime."

You HAVE TO BE A PLAYER."
Coogs outscored the Knights 39-17 in that span, the Knights attempted six dunks from the field and just two in the final 4:12.

"Our guys have to understand that it's a 40-minute game," Kirk Sperry said. "When the game gets tight, we get this glazed look in our eyes instead of digging deeper and getting back to fundamentals on defense.

Now his 40-minute game would go five extra minutes. A jump shot from McSpeer would break the tie and give the Cougars their first lead of the game with 3:08 left in the extra period.

Houston took a three-point lead with about 90 seconds remaining, but fresh­man guard Jeremiah Taylor thought of a 3 of his own to put the teams back at 119-119.

On the following possession, Lafayette missed a three, but McKiver was able to corral the rebound and get the ball to Payne, who hit the tying three. "It's like we got to tell them what to do every pass," Sperry said. "It's like they became so paralytic from an offensive standpoint (when the game gets close) and there is no reason to change what we have been doing." The Knights had no defense for McKiver, who put up a career-high 30 points. He leads Conference USA in 3-pointers and adds six more to his total on Wednesday. He now has on the year. Malones finished with nine points, but on three very critical field goals. After the game, Malone was given a little "extra motivation" from his coach.

"Coach Forden motivated me before I got back into the game," Malone said. "He said if I didn't make those shots or step up, I wasn't going to be playing the rest of the season. It was just a matter of me knocking down the shots." The good news is that this UCF Men's basketball team is back on track.

It's looking something bigger than talent, bigger than coaching and bigger than fan support — it looks like someone is going out to practice and everyone is going to practice hard. The match-up will be available live on CSTV.com.

The good news is that this team is still 14-6. They're still 3-2 in confer­ence play and they're still in a three-point lead in the C-USA standings. The bad news is sometimes you have to count your blessings.

On the flip side, UCF could also very easily be at 14-5 in C-USA with little hope for the season.

So what's to blame?

The coaching stuff! The players! At this point, who knows? I can't feed a game. You have to be a player. They want to give the other player his best effort.

The one thing I do know is that it's a 40-minute game. A jump shot from McSpeer would break the tie and give the Cougars their first lead of the game with 3:08 left in the extra period.

Houston took a three-point lead with about 90 seconds remaining, but fresh­man guard Jeremiah Taylor thought of a 3 of his own to put the teams back at 119-119.

On the following possession, Lafayette missed a three, but McKiver was able to corral the rebound and get the ball to Payne, who hit the tying three. "It's like we got to tell them what to do every pass," Sperry said. "It's like they became so paralytic from an offensive standpoint (when the game gets close) and there is no reason to change what we have been doing." The Knights had no defense for McKiver, who put up a career-high 30 points. He leads Conference USA in 3-pointers and adds six more to his total on Wednesday. He now has on the year. Malones finished with nine points, but on three very critical field goals. After the game, Malone was given a little "extra motivation" from his coach.

"Coach Forden motivated me before I got back into the game," Malone said. "He said if I didn't make those shots or step up, I wasn't going to be playing the rest of the season. It was just a matter of me knocking down the shots." The good news is that this UCF Men's basketball team is back on track.

It's looking something bigger than talent, bigger than coaching and bigger than fan support — it looks like someone is going out to practice and everyone is going to practice hard. The match-up will be available live on CSTV.com.
Our Body exhibit makes art from human remains

LAUREN PAULUKAS
Contributing Writer

Humans spend plenty of time fixating on the surface of things. We spend hour after hour in front of the mirror primping and perfecting our outer shells. And our outside appearance is what others usually focus on. But what if we could look past our skin, hair and outward appearance and take a look on ourselves on the inside?

The Orlando Science Center’s latest exhibit, Our Body: The Universe Within, allows us to do just that. It has actual human bodies on display. These are the remains of people from China who donated their bodies to science. Most of the 22 bodies in the exhibit are fully intact, except that they lack our most noticeable organ - skin.

The carefully preserved bodies are placed in different positions to show how the human body takes different forms. These bodies don’t decay because they have gone through a preservation process called “polymer impregnation,” which is where fats and water are removed from the body and replaced with resin. This resin seeps into the body to the cellular level, making the bodies dry and odorless.

**Our Body: The Universe Within**, allows us to do just that.

**Please see exhibit area**

**TODAY**
18th Annual FX Show
Orange County Convention Center,
Noon to 7 p.m.
Celebrities, comics and toys — oh my!

**TIGHT**
Cage
The Social, 9 p.m.
Three top artists want you to like them while they continue their ‘I Hate It’ tour.

**TOMORROW**
2007 Monster Jam
Florida Citrus Bowl,
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Saturday, Saturday! Destruction Monster Trucks! (Reset over-the-top voice over here.)

**SUNDAY**
Agnostic Front
Backbooth
5 p.m.
These hardcore rockers want to ruff up your world view. Never has social commentary sounded so angry.

Lounge Battle 5
Club Screamers,
9 p.m.
Think you could beat Eminem in a battle? You couldn’t, but these local hip-hop artists could. Come watch them battle each other.
WOOD WOOLMAC

The Naked Trucker and T-Bones Show

Show's topics display its depth

WOOD WOOLMAC

The Naked Trucker and T-Bones Show made its TV debut Jan. 15, but it was far from the first pit stop for this oddly succeeds pair.

The show, which chronicles the cross-country travels of the Naked Trucker, played by Doug "Spit" Cooper ("I Love You, America"), and his deceptively smart sidekick, T-Bones, played by David Koechner ("Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy"), show more than 10 years ago in Legs and Lungs: The Last Laugh of Comedy Club.

"We like ensemble comedies. We like working with other people," Allen said of the show's comedic style. "Even if Allen and Koechner may not be household names, the show promises to feature hip-ho news every week.

On the premier episode Will Ferrell and Jeff Wolkowitz, appeared, and more stars are promised later in the season.

"When you have a new show you want to lean on your famous friends to help out," Koechner said. "You can expect a guest star in every show."

"When asked to name some guests to expect, Allen said Jack Black and Kylie Gass of Troma's D and Steve Carell and Nancy Walls of "The Office" and others could be on the show. Even though the show has been compared by some critics to The Blue Collar Comedy Tour and Koechner both view their characters as very sophisticated. "Our characters may seem to be less educated, but they are certainly more Koechner said."

"And it ain't all fighting beer cans or being stuck for a county boutique," at the police."

"The show features many references to classical authors, which provide the backdrop to the humor and the story."

"They can be seen debating the meaning of the imaginary "key to Vermont" or other obscure passages, such as a classic work by John Smith."

"But the show's success won't be on a man's abiding interest in Virginia," Allen said. "This is something we still don't know yet."" The smash comes in out of the show. Even though the show has been compared by some critics to The Blue Collar Comedy Tour and Koechner both view their characters as very sophisticated.

"Our characters may seem to be less educated, but they are certainly more Koechner said."

"And it ain't all fighting beer cans or being stuck for a county boutique," at the police."

"The show features many references to classical authors, which provide the backdrop to the humor and the story."

"They can be seen debating the meaning of the imaginary "key to Vermont" or other obscure passages, such as a classic work by John Smith."

"But the show's success won't be on a man's abiding interest in Virginia," Allen said. "This is something we still don't know yet."
Looking for a new job?

Interview on the spot.

Don't miss the 2007 JOB AND EDUCATION FAIR!

Be there on February 5th to interview and speak with a wide-range of companies, all in one convenient location. Don’t miss the opportunity to meet potential employers and promote yourself in the local job market.

Bring plenty of resumes, wear professional attire and be sure to tell a friend!

For more details call 407-420-5175 or visit OrlandoSentinel.com/cofair
**SPOT THE SPOOFO**

**CONGRATULATES THIS WEEK'S WINNER**

ROCHELLE RUBESI

1. Find the fake classified ad each Monday in the Central Florida Future.
2. Enter online at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com/spottthespoof

**CROSSWORD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUDOKU**

| 8 | 3 | 1 |
| 1 | 3 | 6 |
| 2 | 4 | 8 |
| 3 | 5 | 2 |
| 4 | 6 | 1 |
| 5 | 7 | 3 |
| 6 | 8 | 4 |

**FREE VACATION!!**

EARN A FREE VACATION!!

Transform your next trip into an unforgettable experience! Renew your adventurous spirit and rediscover the joy of travel. With us, you can create your own itinerary and explore the world like never before. Contact our dedicated Travel Specialists for more information and to start planning your dream vacation.

**Make Plans**

- **Sailing**
  - Tropical Getaways
  - Destination Cruises
- **Spa Resort**
  - Couples Retreats
  - Wellness getaways
- **Adventure**
  - Rafting Trips
  - Hiking Expeditions
- **Family Fun**
  - Theme Park Packages
  - Beach Breaks

**INTERESTS**

- **Sailing**
- **Spa Resort**
- **Adventure**
- **Family Fun**

**Discover Your Dream Vacation Today!**

1-888-999-1234

**WE BUY CARS - ANY CONDITION**

- Wheels, Tires, Mirrors & more
- We do radiator repairs
- Plus a $50 Apr. 12-31
- Plus a $10 off with this ad

**407-568-2131**

Email: yonda2000@Gmail.com / Website: (www.local.com) / Fax: 407-456-4792

**Santana Square**

**17150 E. HWY 50 ORLANDO FL 32822**

** JANUARY 26, 2007 **

**600 TRAVEL**

**600 TRAVEL**

**BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK**

- Sprint for $15,000
- Enjoy a fun-filled getaway to the Bahamas with us!
- Call for details.

**Free Vacation!**

- **600 TRAVEL**
  - **FREE VACATION**
    - **JANUARY 26, 2007**
      - **FREE VACATION!!**
        - **Live Like a Star**
          - **Win A Trip**
            - **Tropic Suite**
              - **Enjoy the Sun, Fun, and Relaxation!**
                - **Win A Trip**
                  - **For You and Your Friends!**
                    - **Experience the Freedom of Travel!**
                      - **Win A Trip**
                        - **Be the Lucky Winner!**
                          - **Contact Us Today!**

**Want Ad**

- **600 WANTED**
  - **FREE VACATION!!**
    - **JANUARY 26, 2007**
      - **FREE VACATION!!**
        - **Live Like a Star**
          - **Win A Trip**
            - **Tropic Suite**
              - **Enjoy the Sun, Fun, and Relaxation!**
                - **Win A Trip**
                  - **For You and Your Friends!**
                    - **Experience the Freedom of Travel!**
                      - **Win A Trip**
                        - **Be the Lucky Winner!**
                          - **Contact Us Today!**

**KNIGHT Life**

Your guide to local hot spots!
FRIDAYS IN VARIETY
Central Florida Future

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
EPIC MOVIE

JANUARY 26TH ONLY IN THEATERS

DO YOUR FRIENDS A FAVOR.
MOOCH OFF US FOR ONCE.

WIN FREE STUFF EVERY WEEK FROM
ORLANDOCITYBEAT.COM

LOG ON MONDAY-SUNDAY FOR WEEKLY PRIZES LIKE MOVIE TICKETS, CD PRIZE PACKS, EVENT PASSES AND MORE!

saturday
January 27th
2000 PEOPLE LAST WEEK!

OVER 2000 PEOPLE LAST WEEK!

BROADWAY ACROSS AMERICA
ORLANDO
FLORIDA

THEATRICAL ASSOCIATION

FEBRUARY 8 - 10, 2007
CARR PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE
407.839.3900
BroadwayAcrossAmerica.com

EXPERIENCE

NOW.

All Ticketmaster outlets
TD Waterhouse Box Office (M-F/10-5)
Groups 407-423-9999

 مد sponsor = Orlando CityBeat

www.orlandocitybeat.com

www.SCAT.org

www.theatricals.org

www.broadwayacrossamerica.com

VOTED #1 DANCE CLUB IN ORLANDO THREE YEARS IN A ROW BY...

AWARD-WINNING DJ SCOTTY B SPINNING HIP-HOP AND TOP 40

ROXY

EVERYONE 18 & UP WELCOME MUST BE 21 OR OLDER TO DRINK

www.RoxyOrlando.com

407-898-4004
10 Minutes from UCF

DOUGLAS

BROADWAY ACROSS AMERICA
ORLANDO

FLORIDA

THEATRICAL ASSOCIATION

FEBRUARY 8 - 10, 2007
CARR PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE
407.839.3900
BroadwayAcrossAmerica.com

Experience

now.

All Ticketmaster outlets
TD Waterhouse Box Office (M-F/10-5)
Groups 407-423-9999

Sponsored by Orlando CityBeat www.orlandocitybeat.com

www.SCAT.org

www.theatricals.org

www.broadwayacrossamerica.com

Voted #1 dance club in Orlando three years in a row by...

Award-winning DJ Scotty B spinning hip-hop and top 40

Roxy

Everyone 18 & up welcome Must be 21 or older to drink

www.roxyorlando.com

407-898-4004
10 minutes from UCF

Do your friends a favor.
Mooch off us for once.

Win free stuff every week from
Orlando CityBeat.com

Log on Monday-Sunday for weekly prizes like movie tickets, cd prize packs, event passes and more!

Saturday
January 27th
2000 people last week!

Over 2000 people last week!

Broadway Across America
Orlando
Florida

theatrical association

February 8 - 10, 2007
Carr Performing Arts Centre
407.839.3900
BroadwayAcrossAmerica.com

Experience

Now.

all ticketmaster outlets
TD Waterhouse Box Office (M-F/10-5)
Groups 407-423-9999